Treatment strategy against infection: clinical outcome of continuous regional arterial infusion, enteral nutrition, and surgery in severe acute pancreatitis.
In severe acute pancreatitis (SAP), infectious complications are the main contributors to high mortality. Since 1995, we have performed continuous regional arterial infusion of protease inhibitor and antibiotics (CRAI) and enteral nutrition (EN) as prevention therapies against infection. When infected pancreatic necrosis was proven, surgical intervention was adapted. The aim of this study was to investigate the clinical outcome of these treatments. We examined the relationship between the historical change of treatment strategy and clinical outcome. We divided 84 patients with acute necrotizing pancreatitis into two groups, CRAI (-) and CRAI (+), and compared the outcome. We divided 145 patients with SAP into two groups, EN (-) and EN (+), and compared the outcome. We also analyzed the outcome of surgical treatment. In the CRAI (+) group, the incidence of infection, the frequency of surgery, and the mortality rate were lower than those in CRAI (-) group: 34% versus 51%, 27% versus 63% (P < 0.05), and 37% versus 54%, respectively. In the EN (+) group, the frequency of surgery and the mortality rate were lower than those in the EN (-) group: 23% versus 32% and 19% versus 35% (P < 0.05), respectively. These improvement effects were manifest in stage 3 (9 < or = Japanese Severity Score < or = 14). Treatment outcome of necrosectomy for infected pancreatic necrosis was still poor. Bleeding and abscess-gut fistula were postoperative life-threatening complications. CRAI and EN may improve the clinical outcome of SAP, reducing infection and averting pancreatic surgery.